
Sustainability Reporting & Strategy

The call for corporate transparency is getting louder

We are a growing global community which is increasingly urbanized, digitized and industralized. Life as we currently know it is 
threatened by scarcity of  resources and climate change, and it impacts all facets of  society.  As these challenges grow, you need 
to meet the requirements of  shareholders, customers and employees to report on sustainability metrics. 

This creates increasing complexity within organizations, making it m ore di�cult to simplify communications, build strategic
governance and ensure operational management is efficient and e�ective.

In  order  t o mitigate risk, drive innovation and financial performance it is imperative to develop a strategy and deploy e�ciency projects
that deliver measurable results. Follow our Roadmap to address these challenges:

Where are you in the journey to increase your corporate transparency?

 Sustainable Big Data  sets can be so large and complex that it 
  becomes difficult to process using on-hand database  
  management tools or traditional data processing applications.

  

Strategy  is critical to your journey.   
Reviews, analysis, planning and stakeholder
engagement should yield an actionable   
sustainability roadmap. 

CEOs report sustainability is 
now discussed and acted 
upon at the board level.

Data
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Strategy

CEOs believe that embedding 
sustainability into core 
business will drive revenue 
growth and new opportunities
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Shareholders, customers, employees are demanding transparency.
Companies must  compile data from multiple systems, track trends  
and progress, and report in an accurate, open, and timely 
manner to satisfy their demands.

Voluntary Reporting adds value by increasing transparency 
and corporate social responsibility. Examples include:

- CTS
- Energy Plan & Policy
- Voluntary Carbon Compliance
- ISO 50001 and/or ENERGY STAR.
- CDP, GRI, and GRESB

Mandatory  reporting can be very complex. 
Experts can simplify the approach for:  
may include:

- CRC              - EPA
- EU-ETS        - Non-financial reporting 
                          - Energy Efficiency Directive 

Find out more 
about our CDP 
Services

Find out more about 
Energy & Sustainability 
Services

Schneider Electric 
is the 9th most  
sustainable corporation 
in the world 2015
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Results

CEOs believe measuring an 
organization’s total impact 
leads to better decisions and 
a stronger reputation with 
stakeholders, compare to using 
financial measures alone.
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Schneider Electric Sustainability Experts can help you:

1. Define a reporting strategy. Our global team of  experts understand 
sustainability and compliance at both the enterprise and local level. 

2. Collect and manage data.  Solutions tailored to client needs- from 
sustainability reporting  support with Response Check services to Fully Managed 
Responses. Our award winning  technology streamlines data collection.

3. Define and deploy solutions.  Improve results through resource efficiency
projects, renewable technologies / energy procurement, and more , focussing on
highest return on investment opportunities. 

Ranked

9th

Find out how we did it

http://tv.schneider-electric.com/site/schneiderTV/index.cfm?video=pvb3FybTqMV-_YZdK3sGXexCtgS3TVhl#ooid=pvb3FybTqMV-_YZdK3sGXexCtgS3TVhl
http://www.emagcloud.com/SENewPartner/9981266916_GMAUS/index.html?dm_i=IWC,3O9ZH,HOW898,D9I7S,1#/1/
http://www.schneider-electric.com/b2b/en/services/energy-and-sustainability/sustainability-services/sustainablity-reporting/
http://sdreport.schneider-electric.com/our-company/
http://ww1.prweb.com/prfiles/2015/11/30/13106304/EMT%202015%20Award_Press%20Release.pdf

